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A REFINEMENT OF KHOVANOV HOMOLOGY
ANDREW LOBB AND LIAM WATSON
Abstract. We refine Khovanov homology in the presence of an involution on the link. This
refinement takes the form of a triply-graded theory, arising from a pair of filtrations. We focus
primarily on strongly invertible knots and show, for instance, that this refinement is able to
detect mutation.
Khovanov’s categorification [7] of the Jones polynomial has been well-studied and developed in
various directions. Despite this, the original cohomology theory introduced by Khovanov is still
not well-understood geometrically. On the other hand, improving on the Jones polynomial, this
invariant is known to contain important geometric information. This is perhaps best illustrated
by Rasmussen’s s-invariant [15], which gave new lower bounds on the smooth slice genus. The
s-invariant has recently been put to use in Piccirillo’s elegant proof that the Conway knot is
not slice [14], for instance. In order to obtain this invariant, one perturbs the differential and
so trades the quantum grading for a quantum filtration. Indeed, a key strength of Khovanov’s
categorification lies in its amenability to deformation by perturbation of the differential. Our goal
is to apply this apparent strength by perturbing Khovanov’s differential in the presence of an
involution on the link. Although the perturbation itself will be unsurprising to those who have
thought about equivariant cohomology, the construction gives rise to a surprising filtration that
yields a triply graded invariant. We shall first give an overview of the invariant, together with
some properties and applications, postponing a rigorous definition and the proof of invariance.
1. Overview and summary
Figure 1. The Hopf link is involutive.
Involutions on links. A link in S3 is involutive if it is
fixed, as a set, by some orientation-preserving involution
of S3. Equivalently (the equivalence is discussed later),
we can fix some standard involution τ : S3 → S3 and
consider links that are equivariant relative to it—this will
usually be our point of view in this paper. The resolution
of the Smith Conjecture showed that the fixed point set
of such an involution τ is necessarily an unknotted closed
curve [10, 25]. We take involutive links to be equivalent
if they are isotopic through involutive links; see Definition 2.1. In this way, a given link type may
admit different involutions (see for example Figure 8).
We work with the Khovanov cohomology Kh(L) associated with an oriented link L with
coefficient ring being the two-element field F. Recall that this is a finite dimensional bigraded
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Figure 2. Two filtrations on the cube of resolutions for an involutive diagram of the Hopf link (shown in Figure 1)
oriented so that the linking number between the components is 1. New edges added to the cube by the involution
are labelled by τ , while unlabelled edges correspond to the usual cobordisms appearing in Khovanov’s original
construction.
vector space Kh(L) ∼= ⊕i,j∈Z Khi,j(L) from which the Jones polynomial arises as
VL(q) =
∑
i,j∈Z(−1)iqj dim
(
Khi,j(L)
)
normalized so that VU (q) = q
−1 + q where U is the unknot. Khovanov cohomology is the
cohomology of a cochain complex defined from a diagram of the link. If D is a link dia-
gram, let CKh(D) = ⊕i,j∈Z CKhi,j(D) denote the associated cochain complex with differential
d : CKhi,j(D)→ CKhi+1,j(D).
When D is an involutive link diagram (that is, a link diagram with a vertical axis of symmetry
as in Figure 1, for example) we equip CKh(D) with the perturbed differential ∂ = d+ dτ . By
deliberate abuse of notation, we write τ for an involution on CKh(D) induced by the symmetry
of the diagram, and dτ = id + τ for a new differential dτ : CKh(D)→ CKh(D) commuting with
the Khovanov differential d.
The deformed complex with differential ∂, which we will henceforth denote by CKhτ (D),
decomposes according to the quantum grading CKhτ (D) = ⊕j∈Z CKhjτ (D) and so its cohomology
Hτ (D) inherits the quantum grading Hτ (D) = ⊕j∈ZHjτ (D) too. In this paper we shall show that
CKhτ (D) may be further equipped with two filtrations, which we will now briefly describe.
The first of these is inherited from the cohomological grading on CKh(D), which must
necessarily now be relaxed to a filtration. We write this as {F i CKhτ (D)} so that F i−1 CKhτ (D) ⊆
F i CKhτ (D) and ∂F i−1 CKhτ (D) ⊂ F i CKhτ (D). This filtration gives rise to a spectral sequence
with the E2 page being Khovanov cohomology E2F (D) = Kh(D). We shall show that every page
after the first page is an invariant of the involutive link.
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Figure 3. Computing the invariant for the involutive Hopf link L from Figure 1, where each • denotes a copy
of the field F. The chain complex CKhτ (L) (far left) is written with respect to a non-standard choice of basis
for clarity; the i-grading runs horizontally and the j-grading runs vertically. Note that the differential d∗τ on
E2F (L) = Kh(L) vanishes. In fact, ignoring the new gradings, the invariant Hτ (L) agrees with Kh(L). On the
other hand, taking cohomology with respect to dτ first yields E2G(L) with an induced differential d
∗ 6= 0 (the
induced differential has been indicated). Finally, as will be our usual convention, at the top right of the figure we
have given the invariant Khi,j,kτ (L) in the plane with the j-grading collapsed.
The second filtration is less obvious: we consider a half-integer valued filtration by subcomplexes
denoted by {Gk CKhτ (D)}. With a suitable choice of page indexing convention, we establish that
each page after the second page of the induced spectral sequence is an involutive link invariant.
For the purposes of this introduction, this filtration is best illustrated in an example; see Figure 2
for the pair of filtrations illustrated on the cube of resolutions for the involutive Hopf link diagram
of Figure 1.
Together, these two filtrations induce a bifiltration on the cohomology Hjτ (D). Taking the
associated graded pieces of the bifiltration we obtain a triply graded link invariant. To summarize,
our main result is:
Theorem 1.1. Following the construction as outlined above, there is a triply graded invariant
Khτ (L) ∼= ⊕i,j∈Z, k∈ 12Z Kh
i,j,k
τ (L)
of an involutive link L obtained as the associated graded space to the singly graded and bifiltered
cohomology Hτ (L). Furthermore, the construction outlined above gives two spectral sequences,
each with bigraded pages. Every page including and after E2F (L) = Kh(L) and E
3
G(L) is an
involutive link invariant.
The construction will be set up more precisely in Section 3.
In order to describe the pair of filtrations giving rise to this new grading in Khovanov
cohomology, we continue with our explicit example: A cochain complex for the involutive Hopf
link is shown in Figure 3 with a detailed explanation in the caption.
The proof of invariance, which occupies Section 5, deserves a few words. The reader can consult
Theorem 2.3 and Figure 9 for a list of local moves giving rise to the involutive Reidemeister
theorem. With this in hand, the initial strategy is straightforward: one wishes to construct
bifiltered chain homotopy equivalences associated with each of these moves. Surprisingly, it turns
out that this is not possible; instead we find F-filtered cochain maps and modify these by a
suitable homotopy to give the G-filtered cochain maps. Moreover, we are forced to contend with a
local move consisting of six crossings (see M3 in Figure 9); the desired F -filtered map in this case
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is a perturbation of a composite of 10 maps induced by standard (non-involutive) Reidemeister
moves.
Strongly invertible knots. An oriented knot K in the three-sphere S3 is called invertible if
it is equivalent, through ambient isotopies, to its orientation reverse. Examples are provided
by low-crossing number knots. However, as first established by Trotter, non-invertible knots
exist [24]; the smallest (in terms of crossing number) non-invertible knot is 817 in the Rolfsen
knot table [19]. In fact, there are only 3 non-invertible examples among knots with 9 or fewer
crossings (817, 932, 933), and each of the inversions present in the remaining knots is realized
by an involution of S3. The existence of this apparently stronger form of inversion promotes K
to a strongly invertible knot. Strongly invertible knots are examples of involutive links. More
generally, an involutive link for which the involution reverses any choice of orientation on each
link component is called a strongly invertible link. This condition is equivalent to requiring that
the fixed point set of the involution meets every component in exactly two points.
While strong invertibility is known to be a strictly stronger condition than invertibility by work
of Hartley [5], it turns out that K admitting an inversion and K admitting a strong inversion
are equivalent whenever K is a non-satellite knot. In the hyperbolic case this follows from work
of Riley [18] and Thurston [23] (see [20, Lemma 3.3]), while the case of torus knots is due to
Schreier [21]. In particular, these involutions may all be viewed as order 2 elements in a subgroup
of some dihedral group, which coincides with the symmetry group of K (or the mapping class
group of the knot complement). For a more comprehensive study of strongly invertible knots,
including a tabulation recording their symmetries, see Sakuma [20].
From this point of view, invariants of strongly invertible knots can be viewed as invariants
of conjugacy classes of elements in the symmetry group of a knot. Sakuma constructs such an
invariant using a construction due to Kojima and Yamasaki [8] applied to a 2-component link
obtained through a quotient of the symmetry in question. Further invariants of strong inversions
have been obtained from Khovanov cohomology by Couture [4], by Snape [22], and by the second
author [27]. These tend to be stronger than Sakuma’s invariant, if harder to compute. But they
are similar to Sakuma’s work in that, in each instance, these Khovanov-type invariants also arise
by first passing to some auxiliary object via a quotient. By contrast, our construction embeds the
involution, when present, directly in the Khovanov complex of the knot in question. In so doing,
when restricted to strongly invertible knots, Couture’s invariant is recovered as a specific page in
the spectral sequence corresponding to the G-filtration; see Section 4, particularly Remark 4.6.
Separating mutant pairs. By work of Bloom [2] and Wehrli [28], Khovanov cohomology with
coefficients in F does not detect mutation. In certain cases, the presence of a strong inversion
allows us to separate mutant pairs using the triply graded refinement.
Figure 4. A mutant pair that is separated by
the refined invariant.
As a particular example, consider the strongly invert-
ible knots shown in Figure 4. The left-hand diagram is
alternating, so it follows that this pair is indistinguish-
able by knot Floer homology [12, 16]—for alternating
knots the Alexander polynomial and the signature,
both preserved under mutation, determine the knot
Floer homology. This example can be leveraged to
produce infinite families, and seems worth recording:
Theorem 1.2. There exist pairs of knots related by mutation, with identical Khovanov cohomology
and identical knot Floer homology, which can be distinguished from one another by the triply
graded refinement of Khovanov cohomology by appealing to an appropriate symmetry.
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A detailed account of the construction is given in Section 6, but the key point in the proof
is this: The left-hand diagram has non-trivial invariant in degree k = −3 while the right-hand
diagram has invariant supported only in degrees k > −3. As a result, just as knot Floer homology
can detect mutation in cases where the genus of the relevant knots changes [11, 13], Theorem 1.2
establishes that a similar fact is true for Khovanov cohomology, suitably refined, in the presence
of an appropriate involution. There is another, closely related, viewpoint on this result: since
mutant knots have homeomorphic two-fold branched covers, Theorem 1.2 allows us to distinguish
involutions on this common covering space using Khovanov cohomology. In general, certifying
that involutions on a given manifold are distinct is a difficult task.
Figure 5. The knots 88 (left and centre) and 10129
(right) share the same Khovanov cohomology.
The triply-graded invariant separates other pairs
of knots with identical Khovanov cohomology. The
knots 88 and 10129 are shown in Figure 5. These
knots have identical Khovanov cohomology but are
known not to be related by mutation; see [26]. Note
that, in this example, we appeal to the fact that 88
is a (non-torus) 2-bridge knot, hence it admits a pair
of strong inversions and two involutive symmetric
diagrams. One of these gives rise to an invariant which is non-trivial in grading k = 4, while
the other gives rise to an invariant supported only in gradings k ≥ −2. On the other hand, the
invariant for 10129 with the symmetry shown is trivial in gradings k > 3 but non-trivial in grading
k = −3. The interesting point here is that, as with the mutant examples, it is often possible to
gain new information from the k-grading without having to compute the entire refined invariant.
Properties and further remarks. Certain general properties are already apparent in simple
examples.
Proposition 1.3. When L is an involutive link and dim Khi,j(L) ≤ 1 then the induced differential
d∗τ vanishes in grading (i, j).
This observation follows immediately from the definition of the F-filtration; see Subsection
3.5. By contrast, it is relatively straightforward to construct examples for which d∗τ 6= 0. Recall
that, for any knot K one obtains an obvious strong inversion—switching the summands—on
K#K, and finds that dim Kh(K) = dimE3G(K#K) ≥ dim Khτ (K#K) in this setting. But when
K is non-trivial dim Kh(K#K) > dim Kh(K), and hence (Kh(K#K), d∗τ ) is an interesting chain
complex. Perhaps more strikingly, there are examples of 7-crossing knots, each admitting a pair of
strong inversions, for which one strong inversion has d∗τ = 0 and the other has d
∗
τ 6= 0. These are
the knots 74 and 77; see Section 6, in particular, Figure 33. It seems surprising that the vanishing
of d∗τ alone is sufficient to separate strong inversions on a given knot, particularly on small knots
where the behaviour of the undeformed Khovanov cohomology is known to be rather tame.
Proposition 1.4. When L is an involutive link Khi,j,kτ (L
∗) ∼= Kh−i,−j,−kτ (L) where L∗ is the
involutive mirror of L.
Figure 6. The knot 1071
is not amphicheiral.
A crucial point here is that this mirror is taken in the involutive
setting; the involution τ : S3 → S3 induces an involution τ∗ on reversing
the orientation on S3. Diagramatically, one obtains the involutive mirror
D∗ of a involutive diagram D by changing all the crossings of D from
over- to under-crossings.
If a knot K is amphicheiral and admits a strong inversion, the
mirror of that strong inversion may be a distinct strong inversion on K.
Consider 41 and 63 as particular examples (see Figure 33), and observe
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Figure 7. Projecting the unique strong inversion on the trefoil in two different ways. For illustration we have
only shown the relative (i, k)-grading, which is already enough to exhibit the difference between the constructions.
The example on the left is given more attention in Section 6; the calculation on the right is left for the reader.
that the triply graded invariant separates the two strong inversions. On the other hand, Sakuma
has observed that a property like this can be exploited to certify that a knot is non-amphicheiral;
see [20, 27]. We return to this point, and give the proof of Proposition 1.4, in Subsection
6.3. For example, the knot 1071 admits a unique strong inversion (shown in Figure 6) however
Khi,j,kτ (K)  Kh
−i,−j,−k
τ (K) when K is this knot. It follows that K is not isotopic to K
∗ by the
uniqueness of the involution. We remark it is the case, however, that Khi,j(K) ∼= Kh−i,−j(K) for
all gradings i, j ∈ Z so that the undeformed Khovanov cohomology does not obstruct K from
being amphicheiral.
In the case that a component of the involutive link meets the fixed point set, one may define a
reduced version of the theory, written with a tilde. (For the cognoscenti, the intersection with the
fixed point set provides a suitable place for a basepoint.) Since we work over F there is a splitting
of the unreduced invariant. The reduced invariant is set up more precisely and the following
proposition is proved in Subsection 3.7.
Proposition 1.5. When L is an involutive link with fixed point set meeting at least one component
of L, there is a splitting Khi,j,kτ (L)
∼= K˜hi,j+1,kτ (L)⊕ K˜hi,j−1,kτ (L). In particular, such a splitting
always exists for strongly invertible links.
For strongly invertible knots and links we shall work exclusively with the reduced invariant
K˜hi,j,kτ (K). Just as with Khovanov cohomology, this invariant comes with skein exact sequences.
We use this to calculate the invariant for all strong inversions on hyperbolic knots through
7 crossings; see Figure 33. Note that for strongly invertible links the invariant is trivial in
non-integral k-gradings.
Choice of involutive diagrams. We make a final remark regarding the choice of involutive
diagrams used in this work. In order to incorporate an involution into the Khovanov complex
such a choice of diagram was required but other choices are possible.
On the right of Figure 7 another possibility is illustrated in which the axis extends vertically
from the plane of the diagram, narrowly missing puncturing the eye of the careless reader.
Although less generally applicable, this possibility is available when restricting to strongly
invertible knots, or to links of which no more than one component intersects the fixed point set of
τ . Furthermore, the involutive Reidemeister calculus is less involved. Certain grading adjustments
to the construction given below are required (in particular when a component intersects the axis
then one seems to need to shift according to a certain winding number) although we give no
details here. Having made the appropriate adjustments in the construction, a direct calculation
shows that the invariants obtained by this construction are different to those that we consider in
this paper. This means that, for strongly invertible knots there are (at least) two different triply
graded theories available.
It is also possible to use techniques similar to those used in this work to endow annular
Khovanov invariants with refined grading structures. This requires a slightly different setup, but
seems of sufficient interest that we shall instead pursue it in a separate paper.
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2. Involutions on links
Our focus will be on links that are equivariant with respect to a fixed involution on the
3-sphere. We give first a diagrammatic model for links of this type and we then relate this model
to Sakuma’s notion of strongly invertible knots.
2.1. Diagrammatics of involutive links. Recall that, due to the positive resolution of the
Smith conjecture, any non-trivial orientation-preserving involution of the 3-sphere has a connected,
one dimensional fixed point set that is unknotted. For our purposes, it will be convenient to
fix a standard model for such an involution: We start with a great circle inside the 2-sphere
a ⊂ S2, and let R : S2 → S2 be reflection in a. Then we get an orientation-preserving involution
of S2 × (−∞,+∞) by (p, q) 7→ (R(p),−q). Compactifying by adding two points +∞ and −∞ we
obtain our model for the involution τ : S3 → S3.
Definition 2.1. A link L is called involutive if it is fixed, as a subset of S3, by the involution
τ described above and a 6⊂ L. Two involutive links are equivalent if they are isotopic through
involutive links.
This class contains some familiar examples as special cases.
Definition 2.2. A link L is called strongly invertible if it is involutive and, additionally, τ
reverses (any choice of) orientation on L.
Equivalently, every component of a strongly invertible link meets a in exactly two points.
In the case of a single component, we recover the class of strongly invertible knots. For a
comprehensive study of strongly invertible knots, including a tabulation recording their symmetries,
see Sakuma [20].
Figure 8. Two distinct strong inversions on
the figure eight knot.
Our definition of involutive links is well-suited to
diagrammatic study. We obtain diagrams of generic
(so missing {+∞,−∞}) involutive links by puncturing
S3 at +∞ and −∞ and projecting to S2 (recording
over-crossing and under-crossing information). Our
diagrams throughout this paper are on S2 punctured
at a point on a. The axis a is usually omitted in these drawings, but lies vertically—hence all our
diagrams will have a vertical symmetry (as seen, for example, in Figure 8 as well as Figures 4
through 6 of the previous section).
There is a subtle property worth noting here: even when a given knot is amphicheiral the
knot in question and its mirror need not be equivalent as strongly invertible knots. The figure
eight knot (41 in Rolfsen’s table) provides an example: this knot admits a pair of distinct strong
inversions, shown in Figure 8, that are exchanged on taking the mirror image. In particular there
are two equivalence classes of strongly invertible knot which are isotopic to the figure eight knot.
In order to define invariants of involutive links using involutive diagrams, we will appeal to an
enhancement of the Reidemeister theorem.
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Theorem 2.3. Let D1 and D2 be involutive diagrams for involutive links L1 and L2, respectively.
Then L1 and L2 are equivalent if and only if D1 and D2 are related by a sequence of moves from
the list given in Figure 9 (together with equivariant planar isotopy).
IR1 ∼
IR2 ∼
IR3 ∼
R1 ∼
R2 ∼
M1 ∼
M2 ∼
M3 ∼
Figure 9. The involutive Reidemeister moves.
Figure 10. The involutive Reidemeister move
IR1 obtained by adding or deleting a pair of
equivariant triangles.
We should remark here that this does not seem to
appear anywhere in print, though something rather
similar appears in work of Collari and Lisca [3] for a
different class of symmetric diagrams. The approach
is clear enough; we give a sketch.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.3. We consider a PL
approximation of the diagram D1, and follow Reide-
meister’s original proof for non-involutive diagrams [17]. In particular, an involutive isotopy
between L1 and L2 may be approximated by a series of PL moves amounting to the addition
or deletion of equivariant triangles in a diagram; see Figure 10, for example. The key point in
Reidemeister’s proof is to track the possibly interesting changes, and list the behaviour. In the
case at hand, modulo the requirement that we study equivariant pairs of triangles, the proof
proceeds as before and gives rise to IR1, IR2, and IR3 for triangles off the axis. For triangles
in the axis, the reader can check that R1 and R2 occur (see Figure 9), but R3 does not. The
interesting point is the appearance of new mixed moves involving on- and off-axis crossings. We
show these in Figure 11. Once one has a list of all the possible interesting triangles, one can
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reduce the set of moves further by removing redundancies. For example, changing the top crossing
on the lefthand diagram and the bottom crossing on the righthand diagram in move M3 gives
one such redundant involutive Reidemeister move (this one is a consequence of M2, M3, IR2, and
IR3). 
Figure 11. Configurations of equivariant triangles giving rise to the mixed involutive Reidemeister moves M1,
M2, and M3 (left to right).
2.2. Strongly invertible knots. Sakuma defines a strongly invertible knot to be a pair (K,h)
consisting of a knot K ⊂ S3 and an orientation preserving involution h : S3 → S3 with h(K) = K,
but with orientation reversed [20]. Two pairs (K,h) and (K ′, h′) are Sakuma-equivalent if there is
an orientation preserving homeomorphism f : S3 → S3 for which f(K) = K ′ and f ◦h ◦ f−1 = h′.
From this point of view, invariants of strongly invertible knots can be viewed as invariants of
conjugacy classes of elements in the symmetry group of a knot (the mapping class group of the
knot complement). Let us see how far the notion that we work with in this paper (in which the
involution is fixed and we consider equivariant links up to equivariant isotopy) is equivalent to
Sakuma’s.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that D and D′ are two involutive diagrams of strongly invertible
knots that are Sakuma-equivalent. Then D and D′ are related by a finite sequence of involutive
Reidemeister moves together with a global move illustrated in Figure 12.
Figure 12. A global move on involutive diagrams, illustrated here for the strong inversion on the right-handed
trefoil. The move consists of a half-rotation of the 2-sphere on which the diagram is drawn. The fixed points of
the half-rotation are two antipodal points each lying on the great circle which is the image of the fixed point set a
of the involution τ .
Note that the invariants constructed in this paper are of course also invariant under the global
move of Figure 12.
Proof. First note that any two involutions of the 3-sphere are related by conjugation by a
diffeomorphism (in fact, we may assume isotopy [25]). This implies that each Sakuma-equivalence
class contains a pair (K, τ) where τ is the standard involution. Then (K, τ) is Sakuma-equivalent
to (K ′, τ) if there exists an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of the 3-sphere f : S3 → S3
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with f(K) = K ′ such that f commutes with τ . Let us therefore write Diffτ (S3) for the orientation-
preserving diffeomorphisms of S3 that commute with τ . This space splits as the disjoint union of
two homeomorphic spaces
Diffτ (S
3) = Diff+τ (S
3) unionsqDiff−τ (S3)
where the superscript + (respectively −) indicates those τ -equivarient orientation-preserving
homeomorphisms of S3 that preserve (respectively reverse) the orientation of the fixed point
set a.
The global move on involutive diagrams is realized by a τ -equivariant diffeomorphism that
interchanges these two homeomorphic spaces. Therefore we shall be done if we can see that
Diff+τ (S
3) is path-connected. So suppose that φ ∈ Diff+τ (S3)—we begin by first showing that
there is a path from φ to an element of Diff+τ (S
3) which is the identity in a small neighbourhood
of a. In the non-equivariant setting, this kind of construction is fairly standard and used in
showing that handle attachment depends only on the isotopy class of the attaching map and the
framing of the normal bundle. However, since it is important for us that the construction works
τ -equivariantly, we outline the stages below.
Let us pick a model for τ in a neighbourhood of a. We write the neighbourhood as a×D2
where D2 is the unit disc and τ is just rotation by pi of each D2 fiber. The framing of a given by
pulling back a tangent vector to 0 ∈ D2 should corresponding the trivial framing of a ∈ S3.
The map φ|a : a → a is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism and so is isotopic to the
identity map on a. Using the radial coordinate of D2 as a time coordinate along this isotopy, we
can construct a path from φ to φ1 ∈ Diff+τ (S3) which is the identity when restricted to a.
If p ∈ a and D2p is the D2 fiber over p, then the differential
dφ1 : Tp(S
3)→ Tp(S3)
is the identity when restricted to tangent vectors along a and, since φ1 is τ -equivariant, is
equivalent to its restriction Tp(D
2
p) → Tp(D2p). Therefore we shall think of dφ1|a as a smooth
map a→ GL2(R). We note that dφ1|a is isotopic to the constant loop at the identity element of
GL2(R). We wish to convince ourselves that we can construct some such isotopy induced by an
isotopy of φ1 ∈ Diff+τ (S3).
Given a loop γ : a→ GL2(R) we shall say that γ is realizable if there exists a path in Diff+τ (S3),
consisting of diffeomorphisms which are the identity on a and the identity outside a neighbourhood
of a, between the identity and ψ ∈ Diff+τ (S3) with dψ = γ.
If r, s : S1 → R are smooth with r > 0, and U(1) is rotations then we claim that the following
γ are realizable:
γ =
(
r 0
0 1
)
, γ =
(
1 0
0 r
)
, γ =
(
1 s
0 1
)
, γ : a→ U(1)
where the final γ has winding number 0. In fact it is possible to realize all such γ by paths in
Diff+τ (S
3) through diffeomorphisms which are fiber-preserving and are linear on each D2 fibre in
a neighbourhood of a. We do not present explicit constructions.
By composing φ1 with a sequence of such paths in Diff
+
τ (S
3), we obtain a path from φ1 to φ2
which satisfies that dφ2 is the constant identity path. Finally, we linearize φ2 in a neighbourhood
of a to give a path from φ2 to φ3 which is the identity on a neighbourhood of a.
To complete our proof, we would like to see that there is a path in Diff+τ (S
3) from φ3 to
the identity map, and we shall see this by passing to the quotient. Let us write a ⊂ S3 for
the image of the fixed point set under τ . There is an obvious homeomorphism between the
space of τ -equivariant orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms which are the identity on some
neighbourhood of a, and the space of diffeomorphisms of the quotient S3 which are the identity
on some neighbourhood of a.
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Finally note that there is a path from any point in the latter space to the identity map on S3.
This follows from the fact that the space of diffeomorphisms of the solid torus which restrict to
the identity on the boundary is known to be contractible. Indeed, this is equivalent to the Smale
conjecture, (see Hatcher [6], in particular statement 9 in the Appendix). 
Remark 2.5. The authors do not know if there exists a pair of involutive diagrams D and D′ of
Sakuma-equivalent knots which are not related by some finite sequence of involutive Reidemeister
moves (forgetting the global move).
3. Definition of the invariant and proof strategy
In this section we give the formal definition of our invariant and collect some homological
algebra necessary to the proof of invariance.
3.1. Structure of the main and ancilliary invariants. The main invariant takes the form
of (the isomorphism class of) a finite dimensional triply-graded vector space over F
Khτ (L) ∼=
⊕
i,j∈Z;k∈ 12Z
Khi,j,kτ (L)
as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. The reader will note that for general involutive links, the
grading k runs over the half-integers. However for strongly invertible links (our main object of
study) we shall see that the invariant vanishes for non-integral values of k; see Remark 3.8.
This invariant is the associated graded vector space to a singly-graded and bifiltered vector
space. It will be seen, in fact, that our whole homological construction splits along the quantum
grading (denoted j). Hence the reader will readily see how the j-grading arises.
On the other hand, how the bifiltration arises and how it is seen to be an invariant are both a
little unusual. We take some time in the rest of this section in laying out the formal algebraic
structure which underlies the invariant and our proof of invariance.
3.2. Bifiltrations and associated graded spaces. In this paper we often consider vector
spaces which carry two filtrations simultaneously. We have chosen the nesting conventions of
such bifiltrations to match with the natural indices and filtration directions of our diagrammatic
constructions.
Definition 3.1. Suppose that V is a finite dimensional vector space over F. A bifiltration on V
is two nestings of subspaces of V
· · · ⊆ F i−1V ⊆ F iV ⊆ F i+1V ⊆ · · ·
and
· · · ⊆ Gk+ 12V ⊆ GkV ⊆ Gk− 12V ⊆ · · ·
such that ⋂
i∈Z
F iV = 0 =
⋂
k∈ 12Z
GkV and
⋃
i∈Z
F iV = V =
⋃
k∈ 12Z
GkV.
The reader will notice that the F filtration and the G filtration go in different directions with
increasing index, and she will also notice that the G filtration is indexed by half integers.
Definition 3.2. A linear map between bifiltered vector spaces is called bifiltered if it is filtered
with respect to both filtrations, and is called a bifiltered isomorphism if it has a bifiltered inverse.
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Definition 3.3. Suppose that V is a bifiltered vector space as in Definition 3.1. We define the
associated graded vector space to the bifiltration to be the quotient vector space
V i,k =
F iV ∩ GkV
(F iV ∩ Gk+ 12V ) + (F i−1V ∩ GkV )
for i ∈ Z and k ∈ 12Z.
Note that bifiltered vector spaces are classified up to bifiltered isomorphism by the dimensions
of the graded pieces of their associated graded vector spaces.
3.3. Spectral sequences and morphisms of spectral sequences. We turn now to spectral
sequences. These arise in homological algebra when a cochain complex carries a filtration. We
summarize the results that we need. Perhaps the most unusual aspect of the set-up is that there is
no cohomological grading that is respected by the differentials, otherwise the results are standard.
We work here with increasing filtrations indexed by the integers, but the same results apply
mutatis mutandis to decreasing filtrations indexed by the half-integers.
Suppose that C is a finite dimensional vector space carrying a filtration
· · · ⊆ Kl−1C ⊆ KlC ⊆ Kl+1C ⊆ · · · ,
⋃
l
KlC = C,
⋂
l
KlC = 0.
Further suppose that there is a differential ∂ : C → C (so satisfying ∂2 = 0), and let L be an
integer satisfying
∂(KlC) ⊆ Kl+LC
(the reader will note that finite dimensionality ensures that some such L exists).
In such a situation one obtains a spectral sequence abutting to the cohomology of (C, ∂).
The E1 page of this spectral sequence consists of the associated graded groups to the filtration
E1,lK = KlC/Kl−1C together with the differential ∂1K : E1,lK → E1,l+LK induced by ∂. Then for
n ≥ 2, the En page of the spectral sequence is obtained as the cohomology of the En−1 page (so
that En,lK is a subquotient of E
n−1,l
K ).
Since C was assumed to be finite dimensional, there exists some N  0 such that En+1,lK ≡ En,lK
for all l and all n ≥ N . We define E∞,lK ≡ EN,lK and we have
E∞,lK ≡ KlH/Kl−1H
where H = ker(∂)/im(∂) and we write K also for the induced filtration on H.
Suppose that C and C are two filtered vector spaces carrying filtered differentials and suppose
that φ : C → C is a filtered cochain map (so φ(KlC) ⊆ KlC for all l).
Then φ induces cochain maps φn : En,lK → E
n,l
K at each page of the spectral sequences and φ
n+1
is the map induced on cohomology by φn for each n ≥ 1. These three statements are equivalent:
• The cochain map φ induces a filtered map H → H which has a filtered inverse.
• The cochain map φ induces isomorphisms between the associated graded vector spaces to
the cohomology
H l = KlH/Kl−1H → KlH/Kl−1H = H l.
• There exists some n such that φ induces isomorphisms φn : En,lK → E
n,l
K .
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3.4. Involutive diagrams and involutions on the Khovanov complex. Now we turn to
the specific bifiltered cochain complexes that we consider in this paper. Let L be an involutive
link, and let D be an involutive diagram for L.
Khovanov cohomology Khi,j(L) of the link L (for our purposes) is (the isomorphism class of)
an integer bigraded vector space over F = Z/2Z. This may be computed as the cohomology of a
bigraded cochain complex associated to the diagram D of L:
d : CKhi,j(D)→ CKhi+1,j(D).
There is an involution, which we also refer to as τ , on the set of smoothings of such an
involutive diagram D, given by reflecting any smoothing in the axis a. Giving a smoothing s of
D, τ induces a bijection between the components of s and the components of τ(s).
This involution τ gives rise to a map, which we also refer to as τ : CKhi,j(D)→ CKhi,j(D).
This is because CKh(D) splits as a direct sum in which each summand corresponds to a smoothing.
The summands corresponding to τ and to τ(s) can then be identified by the permutation of
tensor factors according to the bijection of components induced by τ . Since τ2 = id, we have
that dτ := τ + id is a differential.
We define CKhj(D) = ⊕i CKhi,j(D). Since τ commutes with d we have that
∂ := d+ dτ : CKh
j(D)→ CKhj(D)
is a differential.
Definition 3.4. We write CKhjτ (D) for the cochain complex with the differential ∂.
Pending further refinements, we now give the first invariant, which takes the form of a
singly-graded finite dimensional vector space.
Definition 3.5. We define the F vector space Hjτ (D) to be the cohomology of CKh
j
τ (D).
In fact,this vector space comes equipped with a bifiltration, giving rise to a triply-graded
refinement, as well as to two invariant spectral sequences.
3.5. Two filtrations on the cochain groups and the invariant. We now give two filtrations
on the cochain group CKhjτ (D). The first one is just a filtration induced by the usual cohomological
grading.
Definition 3.6. For i ∈ Z we define
F i CKhjτ (D) =
⊕
l≤i
CKhl,j(D) ⊆ CKhjτ (D).
We shall work a little harder to define our second filtration. Firstly, we can write
CKhjτ (D) =
⊕
s
V (s)
where the sum is taken over all smoothings s of D and V (s) is the quantum degree j part of the
chain group summand corresponding to s.
Definition 3.7. We associate a half-integer weight w(s) ∈ 12Z to each smoothing s by summing up
local contributions at each crossing of D. The local contributions fall into three types corresponding
to the type of crossing being smoothed. We write o(c) for the oriented smoothing of a crossing
and u(c) for the anti-oriented smoothing of a crossing.
(1) Suppose the crossing c is off the axis of symmetry. Then the local contribution of o(c) is
0. If c is positive (respectively negative) then u(c) contributes 12 (respectively − 12).
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(2) Suppose the crossing c is on axis and the involution reverses the orientations of c. Then the
local contribution of o(c) is 0. If c is positive (respectively negative) then u(c) contributes
1 (respectively −1).
(3) Finally, suppose the crossing c is on axis and the involution preserves the orientations of
c. If c is positive then the local contribution of o(c) is − 12 and that of u(c) is 12 . If c is
negative then the local contribution of o(c) is 12 and that of u(c) is − 12 .
This gives the k-grading on CKhjτ (D), where we say that v ∈ V (s) is of k-grading w(s).
Remark 3.8. The reader will note two special features when considering a diagram of a strong
inversion on a link. First, case (3) of the definition above does not arise, and second, the oriented
resolution always has weight 0.
We now take a filtration associated to the k-grading defined above.
Definition 3.9. For k ∈ 12Z we define
Gk CKhjτ (D) =
⊕
w(s)≥k
V (s) ⊆ CKhjτ (D).
With these two filtrations on the cochain complex, we can now define the triply-graded version
of our invariant.
Definition 3.10. The filtrations F and G induce a bifiltration on Hjτ (D), and Khi,j,kτ (D) is
defined as the associated graded space to this bifiltration.
Furthermore, associated with each filtration of the cochain complex is a spectral sequence, and
each of these is an invariant (after a certain page).
Remark 3.11. It turns out that although the G filtration is indexed by half-integers, all non-
trivial differentials in the associated spectral sequence are integer graded. Thus we write E2G for
the page resulting from differentials of grading 0, and then E3G for the page resulting from the
differentials of grading −1 and so on.
3.6. Proof of invariance of filtrations: the strategy. Suppose then that D and D′ are
involutive diagrams differing by a single involutive Reidemeister move; compare Figure 9 and, in
particular, Theorem 2.3. We shall first give a cochain map
f : CKhjτ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D2)
with respect to the total differential ∂ that preserves the F filtration
f(F i CKhjτ (D1)) ⊆ F i CKhjτ (D2).
The map f is constructed so that it induces an isomorphism f2F : E
2
F (D)→ E2F (D′) on the
second pages of the spectral sequences coming from the F filtration. In fact, f2F will be a
composition of Khovanov isomorphisms between the Khovanov cohomologies of link diagrams
differing by a sequence of Reidemeister moves.
This tells us that f induces an F-filtered isomorphism f∗ : Hjτ (D)→ Hjτ (D′).
However, we shall find that the cochain map f does not necessarily preserve the Gk filtrations.
We then give a map
h : CKhjτ (D)→ CKhjτ (D′)
and define
g = f + ∂h+ h∂.
It follows that g is necessarily a cochain map, and induces the same map on cohomology as
that induced by f
g∗ = f∗ : Hjτ (D)→ Hjτ (D′).
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Furthermore, by choosing h carefully, we are able to achieve that g preserves the Gk filtration
g(Gk CKhjτ (D)) ⊆ Gk CKhjτ (D′).
We then check that g induces an isomorphism g3G : E
3
G(D)→ E3G(D′), telling us that g induces a
G-filtered isomorphism g∗ : Hjτ (D)→ Hjτ (D′).
Thus we have that the map g∗ = f∗ : Hjτ (D)→ Hjτ (D′) is a bifiltered isomorphism.
3.7. The reduced invariant. The invariants of an involutive link L that we have been describing
so far have been the unreduced invariants Hjτ (L) and Kh
i,j,k
τ (L). If L has a component that
intersects the axis of symmetry then choosing one of the points of intersection as a basepoint
allows us to define reduced invariants H˜jτ (L) and K˜h
i,j,k
τ (L) in a similar fashion to the reduced
version of Khovanov cohomology. As a consequence of working over F, the unreduced invariant
splits as the direct sum of two copies of the reduced invariant so that, up to isomorphism, the
choice of component or of basepoint does not matter.
Suppose that L is an involutive link with involutive diagram D with a basepoint as described
above. We consider the cochain complex CKhjτ (D) with respect to the total differential ∂ = d+dτ .
We may write
CKhjτ (D) = cone(Φ)
where
Φ : C˜Khjτ (D){1} → C˜Khjτ (D){−1}
is a cochain map. Here we write C˜Khjτ (D){−1} (respectively C˜Khjτ (D){1}) for the subcomplex
(respectively quotient complex) of CKhjτ (D) in which the basepointed component of each smooth-
ing is decorated with a v− (respectively v+). The curly brackets denote a shift in the quantum
degree.
Definition 3.12. K˜hi,j,kτ (D) is the triply graded F vector space given as the associated graded
space to the bifiltered singly graded cohomology H˜jτ (D) of C˜Kh
j
τ (D).
Proof of Proposition 1.5. The statement of the proposition follows from the observation that the
cochain map Φ defined above is homotopic via a bifiltered degree (0, 0) chain homotopy to the
zero map.
Indeed, define the bilfiltered degree (0, 0) chain homotopy
h : C˜Khjτ (D){1} → C˜Khjτ (D){−1}
on the standard basis for C˜Khjτ (D){1} in the following way. Suppose that v ∈ C˜Khjτ (D){1} is a
basis element thought of as a decorated smoothing of D (in which the basepointed component
is decorated with a v+). We define h(v) to be the sum of all those decorations of the same
smoothing as v, of the same quantum degree as v, and whose decorations differ on exactly two
components of the smoothing (necessarily including the basepointed component).
Then we observe that
Φ = ∂h+ h∂
so that Φ is chain homotopic to the zero map. In fact, note that h commutes with dτ so that this
observation amounts to Φ = dh+ hd, which is straightforward to verify. 
All results derived in this paper are for convenience stated and proved for the unreduced
case. But for every result there is a reduced version which may either be proved directly mutatis
mutandis, or derived from Proposition 1.5 and the unreduced statement. In particular there
is a spectral sequence from the reduced Khovanov cohomology of an involutive link L (with a
basepoint on the axis) converging to the associated graded space to the F filtration on H˜jτ (L).
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4. The E2G page.
Let D be an involutive link diagram. In this section we give an explicit basis for the E2G(D)
page of the spectral sequence associated to the G-filtration. We further describe the differential on
this page with respect to this basis. This will be important to us both for our proofs of invariance
and for making calculations for particular links and classes of link.
4.1. Gauss elimination and spectral sequences. A useful way both to think about cohomol-
ogy and to understand spectral sequences induced by filtrations is via the process of repeated
Gauss elimination. While this may be familiar to many, since we shall often refer to the process
in the sequel we use this subsection to give a description for easy reference.
We state the following lemma, which is adapted to our context, without proof.
Lemma 4.1 (Gauss elimination). Suppose that Ai is a finite dimensional F vector space for
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and further suppose that fij : Ai → Aj is a linear map for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3. We define
the map
D : A1 ⊕A2 ⊕A3 → A1 ⊕A2 ⊕A3.
by the matrix (fij). Then if D
2 = 0 and f23 is an isomorphism, there is a homotopy equivalence
between the complex (A1 ⊕A2 ⊕A3, D) and the complex (A1, f11 + f21 ◦ f−123 ◦ f13). We say that
the latter complex is obtained from the first by Gauss elimination along f23.
Given a complex (A,D) where A is a finite dimensional F vector space, there exists a sequence
of Gauss eliminations from which one obtains a final complex for which the induced differential
is trivial. This final complex is then, of course, isomorphic to the cohomology of the original
complex. Let us now bring a filtration into the picture to see how one arrives at a spectral
sequence using Gauss elimination.
Suppose that V = ⊕l∈ZVl is a finite dimensional vector space graded by the index l. We may
consider the filtration on the vector space given by
LlV = ⊕n≤lVn.
Suppose further that we have a filtered differential on V :
D : V → V, D2 = 0, D(LlV ) ⊆ Ll+sV.
As a vector space, the first page E1L of the spectral sequence associated with the filtered
differential is simply the associated graded vector space to the filtration. To understand the
differential on this page, pick a basis for each summand Vl; this choice gives a homogeneous basis
for V . If D has a non-trivial component of degree s, we choose a pair of basis elements x ∈ Vl,
y ∈ Vl+s with x 6= y such that the matrix of D has a non-zero entry in the place corresponding to
(x, y). Then we perform Gauss elimination along the component of the differential D corresponding
to this matrix entry, arriving at a complex homotopy equivalent to (V,D) but of dimension that
has been lowered by 2.
We repeat this process eliminating pairs of basis elements until the induced differential has
no components of degree s. The resulting vector space is the E2L page of the spectral sequence.
In general, to obtain the En+1L page from the E
n
L page we Gauss eliminate components of the
differential of degree s− n+ 1.
4.2. The G filtration and the second page of the spectral sequence. In this subsection
we give an explicit description of the second page E2G of the spectral sequence corresponding to
the G filtration.
To use the language of Gauss elimination, we first need a basis which is homogeneous with
respect to the k-grading used to define the G filtration (see Definition 3.7). We use the standard
basis elements of CKhjτ (D).
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Definition 4.2. Recall that the standard basis elements of CKhjτ (D) are given by decorations of
smoothings of D in which each component of the smoothing is decorated with a v+ or a v−. We
write B for this basis. We write SymB for the subset
SymB = {v ∈ B : τv = v}
and we write ASymB for a choice of subset
ASymB ⊆ B \ SymB
such that
B = SymB ∪ASymB ∪ τASymB
and such that ASymB and τASymB are disjoint.
Now we observe that E2G(D) is the cohomology of E
1
G = CKh
j
τ (D) under the components of
the differential ∂ that preserve the k-grading (see Definition 3.7). Or, in other words, E2G(D) is
the cohomology of CKhjτ (D) under the differential dτ = id + τ .
We perform successive Gauss elimination to cancel all pairs of basis elements (x, τx) where
x ∈ ASymB. After doing this we arrive at the second page of the spectral sequence E2G with a
basis which we have identified with SymB.
Remark 4.3. Note that elements of SymB are of homogeneous k-gradings and that all have the
same half-integer k-grading modulo 1. We shall therefore be writing E3G for the result of taking
cohomology with respect to the differentials of grading 1 on the E2G page (rather than those of
grading 12 which are necessarily trivial).
It remains to determine the differential on the E2G page. In order to state this, we will require
some further notation. We write T for the graded 1 + 1 dimensional TQFT used in the definition
of the Khovanov cochain complex.
Definition 4.4. Suppose that D is an involutive link diagram and s is a smoothing of D such
that τs = s. We write Xs for the set of all smoothings obtained by surgering a single on-axis
0-smoothing of s to a 1-smoothing. Furthermore we write Ys for the set of all smoothings obtained
by surgering exactly two off-axis 0-smoothings of s to 1-smoothings. The trace of each surgery
gives a 2-manifold and applying T gives a map
Ts : T(s)→
⊕
r∈Xs
T(r)⊕
⊕
t∈Ys
T(t)
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that v ∈ SymB ⊂ E2G is given by a decoration of the smoothing s. Let
pi : CKhjτ (D)→ 〈SymB〉
be projection. Then
∂2G(v) = pi ◦ Ts(v)
where ∂2G denotes the differential on E
2
G.
Proof. We have performed Gauss elimination to remove all degree 0 differentials on CKhjτ (D),
resulting in a complex with a basis identified with SymB. We need now to determine the degree
1 part of the differential on 〈SymB〉 obtained by Gauss elimination.
How the induced differential is obtained is explained in Lemma 4.1. In the language of that
lemma, the differential on the complex obtained via Gauss elimination is given by the formula
f11 + f21 ◦ f−123 ◦ f13. Note that in our case, the original differential has the form ∂ = d+ dτ where
d is the Khovanov differential and is of positive degree, while dτ = id + τ is of zero degree. As
a consequence of our choice of pairs of elements to Gauss eliminate, in any Gauss elimination
that we perform both f21 and f13 have positive degree. Hence the degree 1 components of the
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differential following an elimination are those degree 1 components of f11 and the new components
arising from pairs of degree 12 components of f21 and f13.
The degree 1 components of the original differential which survive the Gauss eliminations
give exactly the contribution to ∂2G corresponding to
⊕
r∈Xs T(r) in Definition 4.4. The degree 1
components arising from pairs of degree 12 are those corresponding to
⊕
t∈Ys T(t). 
Remark 4.6. Couture has given a bigraded invariant of a signed divide [4]. A signed divide is
another way of packaging the information of a strongly invertible link (an involutive link each of
whose components intersect the fixed-point set of the involution). Having set up a dictionary
between signed divides and corresponding involutive diagrams, one may observe that Couture’s
invariant is exactly E3G—which comes with the bigrading (j, k)—and is computed from a complex
isomorphic to E2G . Understanding the relationship between Couture’s invariant and the Khovanov
cohomology of the underlying link provided some of the motivation for the current paper.
4.3. A concrete description of the second page of the spectral sequence. The reader
may appreciate a more concrete description of E2G , formulated along the lines of the original
description of the Khovanov cochain complex. In this subsection we give such a description,
extracted from Proposition 4.5.
Let D be an involutive link diagram, with m on-axis crossings and 2n off-axis crossings. We
are going to consider a (m+ n)-dimensional cube [0, 1]m+n of which each vertex is decorated by
a τ -equivariant smoothing of D (notice that there are 2m+n such smoothings).
Each on-axis crossing and each pair of off-axis crossings exchanged by τ corresponds to one of
the coordinates of the cube. All vertices of the cube with ith coordinate 0 (respectively 1) should
be decorated with the smoothing of D in which the ith crossing or pair of crossings are given the
0-smoothing (respectively the 1-smoothing).
The smoothings at two vertices that are connected by an edge of the cube are related either
by a single surgery (if the coordinate changing along the edge corresponds to an on-axis crossing)
or by a double surgery (if the coordinate changing corresponds to a pair of off-axis crossings).
Each vertex of the cube gives a cochain group summand with generators being all τ -equivariant
decorations of components of the smoothing at that vertex with either v+ or v−. This can be
thought of as a subspace of the vector space 〈v+, v−〉⊗#components. In the familiar way, each
cochain group is formed by taking the direct sum of all such summands whose coordinate-sum (a
number between 0 and m + n) is the same. The k-grading of a cochain group is given by the
coordinate sum plus a shift of −(m−+n−/2 +m0/2) where m− is the number of on-axis negative
crossings with orientation reversed by τ , n− is the number of off-axis negative crossings, and m0
is the number of on-axis crossings with orientation preserved by τ .
It remains to give the differential, which is formed as the direct sum of maps along each edge
of the cube (in the direction of increasing k-grading). Hence we can just give these maps along
the edges. Along each edge the maps are given by tensoring certain basic maps with the identity
map on the tensor factors unaffected by the surgeries taking place along the edges of the cube.
We give these basic maps below. Our notation is that we write v+ or v− for the decorations
of components of the smoothing that intersect the axis, while we write v++ or v−− for the
decorations of pairs of components exchanged by τ (both decorated by v+ or both by v−).
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v+ 7→ v+v− + v−v+
v− 7→ v−v−
v+ ← [ v+v+
v− ←[ v+v−, v−v+
0 ← [ v−v−
v+ 7→ 0
v− 7→ v−−
v+ ←[ v++
0 ← [ v−−
v++v++ 7→ v++
v++v−−, v−−v++ 7→ v−−
v−−v−− 7→ 0
v++v−− + v−−v++ ← [ v++
v−−v−− ←[ v−−
v+v++ 7→ v+
v−v++ 7→ v−
v+v−− 7→ 0
v−v−− 7→ 0
v+v−− ← [ v+
v−v−− ←[ v−
v+v+ 7→ v+v− + v−v+
v+v−, v−v+ 7→ v−v−
v−v− 7→ 0
(same)
5. Invariance
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1.1, namely invariance of our construction under
the involutive Reidemeister moves of Figure 9. The proof of this theorem is split into five
parts—Propositions 5.1 through 5.5—in each case following the strategy laid out in Subsection
3.6.
The moves of Figure 9 are grouped in three types, of which the most complicated for us will
be the third type consisting of the moves M1, M2, and M3. These are the mixed moves involving
both off-axis and on-axis crossings. Indeed, the invariance under the first type (IR1, IR2, and IR3)
off axis moves, and the second type (R1, R2) on axis moves is formally very similar to showing
the invariance of Khovanov cohomology under the usual Reidemeister moves. Therefore we allow
ourselves to be somewhat brief when dealing with the first two kinds of move (Subsections 5.1
and 5.2), reserving special attention for the mixed moves (Subsection 5.3).
5.1. Off axis moves. We begin with the moves IR1, IR2, and IR3 of Figure 9.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, that the involutive diagram D differs from the
involutive diagram D′ by IRi. Then the cohomologies Hjτ (D) and H
j
τ (D
′) are bifiltered isomorphic.
Furthermore, there are isomorphisms of the induced spectral sequences starting with the E2F and
with the E3G pages.
The heart of the proof of Proposition 5.1 is the invariance proof for the corresponding
Reidemeister move, coupled with the explicit description for E2G given in Subsection 4.3. So there
is ultimately little real work that needs to be done. We therefore give a general explanation of
the proof, but only illustrate it in figures for the IR1 move.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Bar-Natan has given explicit cochain maps fi, defined at the level of
tangles, which give homotopy equivalences between the Khovanov complexes of diagrams differing
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by a usual ith Reidemeister move [1]. See the left of Figure 13 for a schematic of the map f1 for a
Reidemeister 1 move. On the right of Figure 13, we show the same map after delooping—namely,
replacing the circle component with two summands corresponding to its possible decorations.
f1
⊕
∼=
∼=
Figure 13. The (non-involutive) Reidemeister 1 move. This is the local picture of the cochain complex (left),
and the result of delooping in the sense of Bar-Natan (right). Note that the homotopy equivalence provided by
Bar-Natan is illustrated by the grey arrows.
Suppose now that the involutive diagram D differs from the involutive diagram D′ by IRi.
Working at the level of the local tangles, we take the tensor product of such a map fi together
with the map fi defined as the mirror image of fi to obtain a cochain map
fi ⊗ fi : CKhj(D)→ CKhj(D′).
By construction this map commutes with dτ and so we obtain a cochain map
fi ⊗ fi : CKhjτ (D)→ CKhjτ (D′).
Furthermore, note that fi⊗ fi preserves both the F and G filtrations and induces the composition
of two isomorphisms on E2F - the page isomorphic to the usual Khovanov cohomology. Hence
fi⊗ fi induces an F -filtered isomorphism on cohomology Hjτ (D)→ Hjτ (D′). To show that fi⊗ fi
in fact induces a bilfiltered isomorphism on cohomology, we shall see that the induced map
(fi ⊗ fi)3G : E3G(D)→ E3G(D′)
is an isomorphism. This amounts to showing that the cone of the cochain map
(fi ⊗ fi)2G : E2G(D)→ E2G(D′)
is acyclic.
The map (fi ⊗ fi)2G is the associated graded map to the map induced by Gauss elimination
along dτ . This map is illustrated in Figure 14 for i = 1. The reader will notice the formal
similarity to the map in Figure 13. To push this formal similarity further, let us emphasize an
important point, which may be gleaned from the concrete description of the E2G page given in
Subsection 4.3.
f1 ⊗ f1
⊕
∼=
∼=
Figure 14. Delooping the complex associated with an IR1 move.
The reader will notice that we may deloop the pair of equivariant circles. This is just rewriting
the relevant cochain group summand as a sum of two vector spaces, one in which the equivariant
pair receives the decoration v++ and one in which it receives v−−. Following delooping, certain
components of the differential and of cochain map are seen to be isomorphisms. Specifically,
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the double saddle map producing an equivariant circle pair gives such a component to the v−−
summand; the double saddle map killing an equivariant circle pair gives such a component from
the v++ summand; a double cup producing an equivariant circle pair gives an isomorphism to the
v++ summand; and finally a double cap killing an equivariant circle pair gives an isomorphism
from the v−− summand.
This should be compared with the usual notion of delooping in the Khovanov complex in which
one removes a single circle; see the right of Figures 13 and 14. Note in particular that there is a
correspondence between the two figures when considering the components of the differential and
the components of the cochain maps that become isomorphisms after delooping.
By performing successive Gauss elimination along components that are isomorphisms, one then
sees that the cone of the cochain map (fi⊗ fi)2G is acyclic, and hence (fi⊗ fi)3G is an isomorphism,
as required. 
5.2. On axis moves. Now consider the moves R1 and R2 from Figure 9.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that the involutive diagram D differs from the involutive diagram
D′ by an on-axis Reidemeister move. Then the cohomologies Hjτ (D) and H
j
τ (D
′) are bifiltered
isomorphic. Furthermore, there are isomorphisms of the induced spectral sequences starting with
the E2F and with the E
3
G pages.
Proof. There is a Bar-Natan cochain map
f : CKhj(D)→ CKhj(D′)
which induces an isomorphism on Khovanov cohomology. Note that this map commutes with τ
and hence gives a cochain map
f : CKhjτ (D)→ CKhjτ (D′).
Observe also that this map preserves both the F and G filtrations. Now, by construction, f induces
a Khovanov isomorphism on E2F , hence f induces an F-filtered isomorphism on cohomology
Hjτ (D)→ Hjτ (D′).
Similarly to the off axis case, we then wish to show that the cone of the map
f2G : E
2
G(D)→ E2G(D′)
is acyclic. Again this is achieved by Gauss elimination, this time following the delooping of the
τ -equivariant circle appearing in one of the cochain complexes. 
5.3. Mixed moves. The mixed moves M1, M2, and M3 present complications that are not
present in the other moves. For each move we shall follow carefully the strategy outlined in
Subsection 3.6 in which we construct two cochain maps f and g related by a chain homotopy h.
Before we begin, we should discuss how we represent these maps. Each of the maps f , g, and h is
presented as a matrix of maps between vectors of tangles. There is presumably a local involutive
theory along the lines of Bar-Natan’s work [1] which makes rigorous sense of this, although we do
not develop it in this paper.
For our purposes, each entry of the matrix will be the vector space map between summands
of the complexes of the closed diagrams induced by a cobordism between the tangles (extended
by the identity cobordism outside the tangle). The one wrinkle is that we sometimes wish to
precompose these maps with τ (see Figure 15 for an example).
Most of the time, the tangle cobordisms in the non-zero matrix entries are uniquely determined
by the requirement that they preserve the quantum degree—this explains, for example, why only
one arrow in Figure 17 is decorated with a cobordism.
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Proposition 5.3. Suppose that the involutive diagram D′ differs from the involutive diagram D by
the move M1. Then the cohomologies Hjτ (D) and H
j
τ (D
′) are bifiltered isomorphic. Furthermore,
there are isomorphisms of the induced spectral sequences starting with the E2F and with the E
3
G
pages.
Proof. Recall that M1 is the move relating two involutive diagrams D, D′ which differ locally as
shown towards the left of Figure 15.
Our strategy is to start by constructing a cochain map f = f0 + f1 : CKh
j
τ (D)→ CKhjτ (D′).
The map f0 is Bar-Natan’s cochain map (so commuting with d), which exhibits invariance under
Reidemeister 3 in Khovanov cohomology, and appears as the solid arrows preserving the i-degree
in Figure 15 (compare [1, Figure 8]).
τ τ τ
Figure 15. On the bottom is CKhjτ (D) and on the top CKh
j
τ (D
′). We indicate the map f = f0 + f1 by solid
arrows and the homotopy h by dashed arrows. The presence of a circled τ on an arrow means that the cobordism
has been precomposed with τ . The map f0 consists of those solid arrows preserving the i-degree, f1 is the single
solid arrow lowering the i degree. The failure of f0 to commute with the total differential ∂ is illustrated in Figure
16. Finally, the arrows labeled with a dot indicate those components of f that lower the G-filtration. Hence f is
not a G-filtered chain map.
Although f0 commutes with the Khovanov differential d, it does not commute with the total
differential ∂ = d+ dτ . This failure of commutativity is measured by
f0∂ + ∂f0 = f0dτ + dτf0 = f0τ + τf0 : CKh
j
τ (D)→ CKhjτ (D′),
and this is illustrated in Figure 16.
The map f1 : CKh
j(D)→ CKhj(D′) is indicated in Figure 15 by the single solid arrow that
lowers the i-degree by 1. It can then be observed that
f1∂ + ∂f1 = f1d+ df1 = f0τ + τf0 : CKh
j(D)→ CKhj(D′),
or, in other words, that f = f0 + f1 commutes with ∂.
Hence we have constructed a cochain map f which respects the F filtration. We note
that the F-filtration preserving part of f is exactly f0, which is Bar-Natan’s cochain map
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τ τ τ τ
Figure 16. The failure of f0 to commute with the total differential ∂ is measured by f0τ + τf0, indicated here
by the solid arrows.
τ τ τ τ τ
1
2
3
2
0 1 1 2
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
0 1 1 2
1
2
3
2
Figure 17. The map g = f + ∂h+ h∂ is G-filtered (relative filtration levels are indicated).
giving an isomorphism on the Khovanov cohomology. Therefore f induces an isomorphism
f2F : E
2
F (D)→ E2F (D′) (namely, an isomorphism on the usual Khovanov cohomology).
After constructing g = f +∂h+h∂ using the homotopy h shown in Figure 15 by dashed arrows,
we obtain a G-filtered chain map as shown in Figure 17. It remains to verify that g induces an
isomorphism on the E3G page of the spectral sequence. This is equivalent to showing that the cone
of the cochain map g2G : E
2
G(D)→ E2G(D′) is acyclic. We give a schematic of g2G in Figure 18.
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∼= ∼= ∼=
∼=
∼=
+
−
+
−
Figure 18. Here we show the cochain map g2G : E
2
G(D)→ E2G(D′) for the move M1. We use the description of
the E2G page given in Subsection 4.3 and project to the coordinates (of the cube of all τ -equivariant smoothings)
corresponding to the tangle crossings.
In this figure we are representing the complexes E2G(D) and E
2
G(D
′) using the description given
in Subsection 4.3 (in which basis elements of the complex correspond to τ -equivariant decorations
of τ -equivariant smoothings). We have delooped the two τ -equivariant circles (replacing each with
the summands corresponding to the two possible decorations), and indicated which components
of the differential and of the cochain map are necessarily isomorphisms. The will readily verify
that successive Gauss elimination along those components that are isomorphisms results in the
zero complex. 
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that the involutive diagram D differs from the involutive diagram D′ by
the move M2. Then the cohomologies Hjτ (D) and H
j
τ (D
′) are bifiltered isomorphic. Furthermore,
there are isomorphisms of the induced spectral sequences starting with the E2F and with the E
3
G
pages.
Proof. For the move M2, we follow the same procedure as for M1. Let us turn first to the cochain
map
f = f0 + f1 : CKh
j
τ (D)→ CKhjτ (D′)
that is shown in Figure 19. The map f0 commutes with d and is a Khovanov chain homotopy
equivalence for the usual Reidemeister 2 move. The map f = f0 + f1 commutes with the total
differential ∂ and preserves the F-filtration. Since f1 strictly lowers the i-degree, f induces a
Khovanov isomorphism f2F : E
2
F (D)→ E2F (D′).
Also shown in Figure 19 is a homotopy h. The cochain map g = f + ∂h + h∂ is shown
in Figure 20. Note that g preserves the G filtration—it remains to check that g induces an
isomorphism on the E3G page. This is equivalent to checking that the cone of the cochain map
g2G : E
2
G(D)→ E2G(D′) is acyclic. The map g2G is shown in Figure 21 with those components that
are necessarily isomorphisms indicated. Again, the reader will observe that successive Gauss
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τ τ τ
Figure 19. The map f (solid lines) and a homotopy h (dashed lines). The components of f that are vertical (so
preserving i-degree) comprise the Khovanov chain homotopy equivalence f0 for the Reidemeister 2 move.
τ τ
Figure 20. The map g = f + ∂h+ h∂.
elimination results in the zero complex. 
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that the involutive diagram D differs from the involutive diagram D′ by
the move M3. Then the cohomologies Hjτ (D) and H
j
τ (D
′) are bifiltered isomorphic. Furthermore,
there are isomorphisms of the induced spectral sequences starting with the E2F and with the E
3
G
pages.
Proof. The move M3 relates two tangles each of 6 crossings. To make our proof a little more
tractable, we consider an equivalent formulation of the move M3 which relates the 0-crossing
4-braid tangle to a 12-crossing 4-braid tangle. These tangles appear as D1 and D2 in Figure 22.
We now proceed as we have done before for the moves M1 and M2. The first part of this
procedure is to write down a cochain map
f0 : CKh(D1)→ CKh(D2)
that induces an isomorphism on Khovanov cohomology.
Let us look more closely at Figure 22. The tangle D2 may be obtained from the identity braid
tangle D1 by a sequence of six Reidemeister 2 moves followed by four Reidemeister 3 moves. The
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∼=
∼=
∼= ∼=
+
−
+
−
+
−
Figure 21. Here we show the cochain map g2G : E
2
G(D)→ E2G(D′) for the move M2.
intermediate tangle D3/2 obtained after the six Reidemeister 2 moves is given in Figure 22. The
crossings have been labelled for future reference. Four Reidemeister 3 moves that may be used to
get from D3/2 to D2 are two that slide the crossing labelled 1 over the (2, 4)-arc and then over
the (3, 5)-arc, and then two that slide the crossing labelled 7 under the (9, 11)-arc and then under
the (8, 10)-arc.
1
2
3 4
5
6
7
8
910
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Figure 22. The tangle diagrams D1, D3/2, and D2 (left to right).
Work of Khovanov [7] and of Bar-Natan [1] has given us explicit homotopy equivalences between
the Khovanov cochain complexes of diagrams differing by Reidemeister moves. Composing these
gives rise to a chain homotopy equivalence
f0 : CKh(D1)→ CKh(D2),
which may be represented, following Bar-Natan, by a matrix (in this case, a vector) of linear
combinations of cobordisms. Each such cobordism goes from the crossingless tangle D1 to some
smoothing of D2 that lies in cohomological degree 0 of the Bar-Natan complex associated with
D2.
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Figure 23. Two smoothings of D2, together with the relevant cobordisms contributing to the map f0. On the
left, the smoothing 010011001101 contains four circles, one of which is the result of a pair of 1-handle attachments
landing in the cycle specified by (1, 5, 3, 1, 9, 11)∗. On the right, the smoothing 001100110011 has two of three circles
resulting from a birth followed by a 1-handle attachment; these are the target cycles (2, 3, 5, 4) and (8, 9, 11, 10).
We have computed this map f0 and describe the result it as follows: Each non-zero entry of the
matrix contains the target smoothing of D2. In some cases, just knowing the target smoothing
and that the matrix entry is non-zero is enough information to determine the matrix entry. This
is because our coefficient ring is F and because each such cobordism has the same number of
even-index handles as it has 1-handles. This last constraint comes from the fact that f0 preserves
the quantum degree. In those cases where it is not clear what the matrix entry should be we
give an explicit picture of the cobordism. Lines indicate the cores of attaching 1-handles while
0-handle additions are represented by circles.
We shall denote a smoothing of D2 by a 12-digit binary number. The ith digit of the number
indicates whether the ith crossing of D2 is replaced by a 0- or by a 1-smoothing. In those cases
in which we draw the cobordism schematically, to determine the cobordism up to diffeomorphism
rel boundary we also need to be specific about circles of the smoothing. A circle component of a
smoothing of D2 may be identified by a cyclic sequence of numbers corresponding to crossings of
D2. In the cases that arise, it is enough for us to indicate which circles do not bound discs in the
cobordism and, of these, which circles are in the same component of some point of the initial
(identity braid) smoothing of the cobordism. We have listed such circles and put an asterisk next
to those that are in the same component of some point of the initial smoothing. See Figure 23 for
a graphical explanation of the notation in some specific examples that arise.
The following is a table in which each binary number corresponds to a non-zero entry of the
matrix describing f0.
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In this table we give the components of f0.
010101010101-100110100110; 010101010011-100110110010; 001011001011-111000111000;
001011001101-111000101100; 001011010011-111000110010; 001011010101-111000100110;
010011010011-110010110010; 010011010101-110010100110; 010011001011-110010111000;
001101001101-101100101100; 001101001011-101100111000; 001101010101-101100100110;
001101010011-101100110010; 010101001101-100110101100; 010101001011-100110111000;
000010111101-010000101111; 011100100011-001110110001; 001010110101-011000100111;
000110111001-010100101011; 010101110001-100110100011; 010111100001-110110100001;
000001101111-100000111101; 000011101101-110000101101; 001001101011-101000111001;
001001110011-101000110011; 010001100111-100010110101; 010001110011-100010110011;
010001101011-100010111001; 010011100101-110010100101; 000101101011-100100111001;
000111101001-110100111001; 001101101001-101100101001; 001101110001-101100100011;
010101100011-100110110001; 010101101001-100110101001; 110101100001-100111100001.
010011001101 (1,5,3,1,9,11)* - 110010101100 (2,3,6,9,8,6)*.
100001101101; 101001101001; 100101101001; 101101100001; 000000111111; 011110100001;
001000110111; 010010101101; 011010100101; 000100111011; 010110101001; 101101010010.
001100110011 (2,3,5,4), (8,9,11,10).
100111010010; 101101010100; 100111010100; 111001010010; 111001010100; 101101001010;
100111001010; 111001001010; 101101100100; 100111100100; 111001100100; 111001101000;
101101101000; 100111101000; 110001100101; 100011101001; 100011001011; 100011010011;
100011010101; 110001010011; 110001010101; 110001001011.
110011010010 (2,3,6)*; 110011010100 (2,3,6)*;
101101001100 (1,9,11), (8,10,12); 100111001100 (1,9,11), (8,10,12);
110011001010 (2,3,6)*; 111001001100 (1,9,11), (8,10,12);
110011001100 (1,9,11), (8,10,12), (2,3,6)*; 110011100100 (2,3,6)*;
110011101000 (2,3,6)*; 100011001101 (1,9,11)*;
110001001101 (1,9,11)*.
Although f0 commutes with the differential d, it does not commute with the differential ∂,
and hence does not give a cochain map CKhjτ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D2). The failure to commute with ∂
is measured by the map
∂f0 + f0∂ = τf0 + f0τ : CKh
j
τ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D2).
The first two rows of the table describing f0 contain pairs of components of f0 which are
conjugate under τ . The third and fourth rows contain components of f0 which commute with τ .
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The fifth and sixth rows contain all remaining components of f0 - it is these components that
contribute to the failure of f0 to commute with ∂.
We are now going to give a map f1 : CKh
j
τ (D1) → CKhjτ (D2) which strictly lowers the
F-filtration such that we have both
df1 + f1d = dτf0 + f0dτ and dτf1 + f1dτ = 0.
This therefore gives a cochain map
f := f0 + f1 : CKh
j
τ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D2)
which induces a composition of Khovanov isomorphisms
f2F : E
2
F (D1)→ E2F (D2).
We begin by giving two tables, defining the maps
f ′1, f
′′
1 : CKh
j
τ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D2).
We follow the same conventions as when describing f0. The reader will note that f
′
1 and f
′′
1 map
into i-degree −1. In order that both preserve the quantum degree, each component of f ′1 and f ′′1
shall have one more even handle than it has 1-handles.
The map f1
′.
110001100100; 110001101000; 110001010010; 110001010100; 110001001010; 110101001000;
110101000100.
110001001100 (1, 9, 11), (8,10,12).
The map f1
′′.
101101001000; 101101000100.
110011001000 (1,3,5), (2,3,6); 110011000100 (1,3,5), (2,3,6).
We define
f1 = (τf
′
1 + f
′
1τ) + τf
′′
1
(note that τf ′′1 = f
′′
1 τ). It can then be checked that f1 has the properties that we required of it.
Now, proceeding as for the moves M1 and M2, we wish to find a cochain map g, homotopic to
f , that preserves the G filtration and that induces an isomorphism g3G : E3G(D1)→ E3G(D2). We
begin by giving two maps h0, h±1 : CKhjτ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D2). Note that h0 maps into the degree
i = 0 summand of CKhjτ (D2) while h±1 maps into the degree i = ±1 summands.
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The map h±1.
110001100100; 110001101000; 110001010010; 110001010100; 110001001010; 110101001000;
110101000100; 110001110011.
110001001100 (1, 9, 11), (8,10,12); 110011001000 (2,3,6), (7,10,12,8,10,11);
110011000100 (1,3,5), (1,9,6,8,9,11); 110011010011 (2,3,6)*.
The map h0.
010101010011; 001011010011; 010011010011; 010011010101; 010011001011; 010101110001;
010111100001; 001001110011; 010001100111; 010001110011; 010001101011; 010011100101;
010101100011; 110101100001; 100111010010; 100011101001; 100011001011; 100011010011;
100011010101.
110011100100 (2,3,6), (1,9,6,8,9,11); 110011101000 (1,3,5)*;
110011010010 (1,3,5), (1,9,6,8,12,10,7,11);
110011010100 (2,3,6), (1,9,6,8,12,10,8,9,11);
110011001010 (1,3,5), (1,9,11,10,8,12,10,7,11).
We set h = τh0+h±1. It may then be checked that g := f+∂h+h∂ : CKhjτ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D2)
preserves the G filtration.
It remains to show that g3G : E
3
G(D1)→ E3G(D2) is an isomorphism. When working with the M1
and M2 moves we relied on an understanding of the E2G page when we reached the corresponding
stage of the argument. In the case of the M3 move we shall make use of a shortcut based on the
fact that the tangle D1 is crossingless.
We start by defining a cochain map g : CKhjτ (D2)→ CKhjτ (D1) as in Figure 24, and explained
in detail in the caption. Then we consider the composition
g ◦ g : CKhjτ (D1)→ CKhjτ (D1).
We note that the map g ◦ g is given as a composition of cochain maps. Each component of these
cochain maps is described by a sum of tangle cobordisms between some smoothings of a 4-braid.
On the other hand, the map g ◦ g is described by a sum of cobordisms from the trivial 4-braid to
itself.
By referring to the constituent cochain maps, one may check that there is a contribution
to g ◦ g given by the composition of identity cobordisms on the trivial 4-braid. Furthermore,
this has to be the only contribution, since any other contribution necessarily factors through a
non-braid-like smoothing, and such a contribution must contain closed components if it is to
preserve the quantum degree.
Hence we have determined that the map g ◦ g is the identity map on complexes. So we can
conclude in particular that g3G is an injection, and g
3
G is a surjection. Furthermore, since g was
defined as a composition of maps each of which (we now know) is injective on the E3G page, g
3
G is
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g′ p
Figure 24. We construct the map g : CKhjτ (D2)→ CKhjτ (D1). Writing D′3/2 for the middle diagram, notice
(by turning the page upside down) that D′
3/2
differs from D2 by an M3 move. Therefore, by the construction
above, we have a cochain map g′ : CKhjτ (D2) → CKhjτ (D′3/2). Furthermore, by composing a number of the
cochain maps associated to the off-axis and on-axis involutive Reidemeister moves, there is a cochain map
p : CKhjτ (D3/2)→ CKhjτ (D′1). We define g = p ◦ g′.
also injective and hence an isomorphism. Therefore g3G is an isomorphism as well. 
6. Properties and examples
We conclude with some calculations in order to establish Theorem 1.2 and illustrate some of
the properties of our refinement. We would like to be able to apply the invariant without being
required to calculate it in full. To this end, before turning to examples, it is worth considering
what we can determine about the support of the invariant K˜hτ (K) given a choice of strongly
invertible diagram D representing the strongly invertible knot K. It is immediate from the
definition of the G-filtration on the underlying cochain complex CKhjτ (D) that
kmin = − 12nE−(D)− nA−(D) and kmax = 12nE+(D) + nA+(D)
provide absolute lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the possible k-gradings supporting
K˜hτ (K). Here we denote the number of positive crossings in D by n+(D) = n
A
+(D) + n
E
+(D)
where nA+ counts positive on-axis crossings and n
E
+ counts off-axis positive crossings. Similarly,
n−(D) = nA−(D) + n
E
−(D) where n
A
− counts negative on-axis crossings while n
E
− counts off-axis
negative crossings. (This is a direct analogue of the fact that imin = n−(D) and imax = n+(D)
provide a priori bounds on the i-grading of K˜h(K).) This observation gives rise to the following
useful trick:
Lemma 6.1 (The support lemma). Fix an involutive diagram D with m negative crossings
and n positive crossings for some strongly inversion of a knot K. If K˜h(K) is non-trivial in
grading i = −m then K˜hτ (K) is non-trivial in bigrading (i, k) = (−m, kmin) and, similarly, if
K˜h(K) is non-trivial in grading i = n then K˜hτ (K) in non-trivial in bigrading (i, k) = (n, kmax).
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Proof. We prove the negative case and leave the positive case, which is similar (or derivable via
Proposition 1.4), to the reader.
Let D be an involutive diagram for K containing m negative crossings and n positive crossings.
Then the cochain group C˜Kh−m,∗(D) has a basis consisting of all decorations of the all-zero
resolution S0 of D, in which the basepointed circle receives the decoration v−. Consider the
cochain ζ = v
⊗|S0|
− ∈ C˜Khτ (D)—that is, the cochain obtained by decorating each of the |S0|
circles of the all-zero resolution with a v−. If K˜h(K) is non-trivial in grading i = −m, this means
that the Khovanov differential d : C˜Kh−m,∗(D)→ C˜Kh−m+1,∗(D) is not injective. As a result,
every resolution of D which contains exactly one 1-resolution has one fewer circle than S0.
It follows that ζ is the unique non-zero cochain of quantum grading n− 2m− |S0|+ 1 (note in
fact that every other non-zero cochain must have a strictly higher quantum grading). Therefore
K˜h−m,n−2m−|S0|+1,kminτ (K) = F
since ζ is of homogeneous bigrading (i, k) = (−m, kmin). 
6.1. Detecting mutation. We now give a detailed account of the calculation proving Theo-
rem 1.2, revisiting the pair from Figure 4. We will denote by K the knot before mutation, shown
Figure 25. The knot K admits two distinct strong inversions (shown on the left and right), which generate the
periodic symmetry of the centre diagram having fixed point set the dashed curve.
in Figure 25. Since this is a non-torus alternating knot, it must be hyperbolic and so admits
at most two strong inversions [20]. The symmetries are illustrated in Figure 25. Each of these
diagrams has four negative crossings and, being alternating, it follows that K˜h(K) must be
non-trivial in i = −4 . Now apply the support lemma to the left and right diagrams of Figure 25:
in each diagram all the negative crossings are off-axis, so that n−(D) = nE−(D) = 4 and K˜hτ (K)
must be non-trivial in k = −2.
Figure 26. A diagram for K (far left), its mutant Kµ (centre), and a symmetric diagram Dµ for Kµ exhibiting
a strong inversion (right).
We now consider the knot Kµ, obtained from K by mutation as illustrated in Figure 26. Note
that the strong inversion on Kµ is not immediately obvious and the minimality of the diagram is
lost. Let Dµ be the strongly invertible diagram of the mutant Kµ shown, and note that there are
once again four negative crossings, although this time two are on-axis and two off-axis. Since the
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unrefined Khovanov cohomology of Kµ agrees with that of K [2, 28], we conclude that K˜h(Kµ)
must be supported in i = −4. However, we verify that we have that K˜hτ (Kµ) is non-trivial in
k = −3, by applying the support lemma. So we see that while K˜hτ (K) is supported in k ≥ −2
(for either of the two possible strong inversions) we have that K˜hτ (K
µ) is non-trivial in k = −3.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. We leave it to the reader to identify various locations
that twists can be added to K to produce infinitely many strongly invertible alternating knots,
with strongly invertible mutants detected by the k-grading following an identical argument to the
one given above.
6.2. Separating other pairs with identical Khovanov cohomology. There are many other
examples of pairs of knots with identical Khovanov cohomology, and we consider some sporadic
examples that are known to be non-mutant and admit strong inversions.
The first pair are examples of Kanenobu knots: the knots 88 and 10129 have identical Khovanov
cohomology (and moreover identical Khovanov-Rozansky cohomologies [9]). See [26] for this pair
in context, and for a proof that they cannot be related by mutation. Appealing to symmetries,
we have:
Proposition 6.2. The k-grading separates the knots 88 and 10129.
Proof. Consulting Figure 27 we can calculate that the invariant of the first diagram of 88 is
supported in k-gradings
−2 ≤ k ≤ 4
while the invariant of the second diagram of 88 is supported in
−3 ≤ k ≤ 4.
To see that these two strong inversions are distinct, observe that the latter diagram has non-trivial
invariant in kmin = −3 by appealing to the support lemma (the reader can find a non-involutive
alternating diagram with n− = 5 and supporting ordinary Khovanov cohomology in i = −5).
We can also check that the invariant (and the whole of the G spectral sequence) of the diagram
shown for 10129 is supported in k-gradings
−4 ≤ k ≤ 3.
To complete the proof it is enough to check that the second diagram of 88 has E
3
G page which
is non-trivial in grading k = 4 and that the invariant for 10129 is non-trivial in grading k = −3.
Cocycles establishing these facts are given in Figure 27. 
The knots 1071 and 10104 are alternating knots that share the same Jones polynomial and
signature, so it follows that this pair cannot be separated by Khovanov cohomology. Note that
this pair is separated by the Alexander polynomial (and hence they are not related by mutation)
and that their common determinant is not a square (and hence they cannot be Kanenobu knots).
On the other hand, they each admit a unique strong inversion [27] so the refinement may be
applied:
Proposition 6.3. The k-grading separates the knots 1071 and 10104.
Proof. Consult Figure 28 and apply the support lemma: In the case of 10104, we have n± =
nA± + n
E
± = 1 + 4 = 5 that K˜hτ (10104) is non-trivial in bigradings (i, k) = ±(5, 3) and supported
in k-gradings −3 ≤ k ≤ 3. On the other hand, in the case of the non-minimal diagram of 1071
shown, we have that n+ = n
A
+ + n
E
+ = 3 + 2 = 5 so the support lemma ensures that K˜hτ (1071) is
non-trivial in bigrading (i, k) = (5, 4). 
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Figure 27. The knots 88 (top left and top centre) and 10129 (top right) share the same Khovanov cohomology,
a fact that is explained in [26]. The relevant enhanced states establishing the k-support are shown on the
second line: call these cochains ζ88 (lower left) and ζ10129 (lower right). Note that k(ζ88) = 4 = kmax − 1 and
k(ζ10129 ) = −3 = kmin + 1, and check that ζ88 is in the kernel of ∂2G : E2G → E2G while ∂(ζ10129 ) = 0.
Figure 28. The knots 10104 (left) and 1071 (right) share the same Khovanov cohomology.
6.3. A remark on amphicheirality. Following Sakuma [20] (see also [27, Section 5]), it is
possible to use invariants of strong inversions to rule out amphicheirality. In particular:
Proposition 6.4 (compare Sakuma [20, Proposition 3.4 (1)]). Let K be an amphicheiral knot,
and suppose that K admits a unique strong inversion up to conjugacy. Then Khi,j,kτ (K
∗) ∼=
Kh−i,−j,−kτ (K) where K
∗ denotes the strongly invertible mirror image of K obtained by reversing
orientation on (S3, τ) by reflecting in a sphere containing the axis a. 
Thus, the absence of such a symmetry in the refinement establishes non-amphicheirality. This
follows from the behaviour of the refined invariant under mirrors, which we now establish.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. This follows along similar lines to the usual duality satisfied by Khovanov
cohomology; see for instance [7, Proposition 31] or [15, Proposition 3.10].
Let D be an involutive diagram and D∗ the involutive mirror obtained by changing all the
crossings of D from under- to over-crossings. Consider the vector space CKhjτ (D) and, with
respect to some ordering of the standard basis of decorated smoothings, express the differential
∂ : CKhjτ (D) → CKhjτ (D) as a square matrix M∂ . This matrix has entries in F, but we can
refine it by replacing the non-trivial entries with a pair in Z× 12Z representing the (i, k) grading
of the relevant coefficient map.
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Now choose the dual basis for the vector space CKh−jτ (D
∗) (the smoothings of D∗ are the
same as the smoothings of D, and we call two decorations of a smoothing dual if the decorations
differ on every component of the smoothing). Then one observes that the transpose of M∂ agrees
with the differential on CKh−jτ (D
∗). 
Proposition 6.4 can be useful even in settings where K appears to be amphicheiral, namely,
when the knot (ignoring the strong inversion) satisfies Kh(K) ∼= Kh(K∗) as bigraded vector spaces.
Note that, as observed in [27, Section 5], there are exactly three knots of 10 or fewer crossings for
which non-amphicheirality is not certified by Khovanov cohomology: {1048, 1071, 10104}. Khovanov
cohomology may be used, by way of a different construction appealing to the unique symmetry in
each case, to certify that these three knots are indeed not amphicheiral [27]. Similarly, consulting
the proof of Proposition 6.3, we see that
Khi,j,kτ (1071)  Kh
−i,−j,−k
τ (1071)
despite the fact that Khi,j(1071) ∼= Kh−i,−jτ (1071) for all pairs (i, j). In particular, we can
calculate that the invariant is supported on −3 ≤ k ≤ 4 (using the symmetric diagram in Figure
28) and we checked that the invariant is non-trivial in k = 4 using the support lemma.
6.4. Small torus knots. To this point, we have applied our refinement of K˜h(K) to strongly
invertible knots K without calculating the associated triply graded invariant K˜hτ (K) in full.
While the ability to apply a cohomology theory by only appealing to part of the invariant is a
desirable property, we would like to supply the reader with some basic calculations of K˜hτ (K) for
small knots K. As a first step, consider the case of torus knots; recall that torus knots admit
unique strong inversions [21]. Fix the notation Tp,q for p, q relatively prime and positive – these
are the positive torus knots. For instance, T2,3 is the right-hand trefoil knot or 31 in Rolfsen’s
table. Indeed, the torus knot T2,n can be identified (up to mirrors) with the knot n1, explaining
the omission of these knots in Figure 33. Recalling Khovanov’s initial calculation of Kh(T2,n) in
which the skein exact sequence makes an implicit appearance [7], we make a brief digression on
the invariant E3G(K) for positive involutive links.
Suppose that D is a positive diagram and fix a distinguished equivariant pair of off-axis
crossings. If D0 is the involutive diagram resulting from the simultaneous 0-resolution of this
pair and, similarly, D1 is the involutive diagram resulting from their simultaneous 1-resolution,
then there is a subcomplex E2G(D1) ↪→ E2G(D) and a short exact sequence of cochain complexes
0→ E2G(D1)→ E2G(D)→ E2G(D0)→ 0
There are some grading shifts that need to be worked out in order to make use of this decomposition
in practice. For the quantum grading j, the relevant shift is the same as for the usual skein
exact sequence in Khovanov cohomology (applied twice). On the other hand, the shift in the
cohomological grading k on E2G differs slightly. Using square brackets to denote a shift in the
k-grading, we have
0→ E2G(D1)[`]→ E2G(D)→ E2G(D0)→ 0
where ` = 1 + 12
(
nE−(D1) + n
Ao− (D1)
)
+ nAr− (D1). As before, a distinction between on-axis and
off-axis crossings must be made: Having made a choice of orientation for the strands affected by
the resolution giving rise to D1, n
E
−(D1) is the number of off-axis crossings carrying a negative
sign, nAr− (D1) is the number of on-axis crossings carrying a negative sign for which the involution
reverses orientation, and nAo− (D1) is the number of on-axis crossing carrying a negative sign
for which the involution preserves orientation. Notice that, when D1 is a diagram for a strong
inversion, this latter value necessarily vanishes. We reiterate that this statement has been
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simplified by appealing to a positive diagram D; we leave the minor adjustments required for
arbitrary diagrams to the reader. This culminates in a skein exact sequence of the form
E3G(D)
E3G(D1)[`] E
3
G(D0)δ
where the connecting homomorphism δ : E3G(D0) → E3G(D1)[`] increases the k-grading by 1.
Furthermore, since we are working over a field, this implies that there is a (j, k)-graded isomorphism
E3G(D) ∼= H∗(cone(δ)). With minor adjustments to the discussion above, there is a similar skein
exact sequence when an on-axis crossing is resolved.
k
i
0 1 2 3
0
1
2
Figure 29. E3G(T2,3) ∼= K˜hτ (T2,3).
This construction is best-illustrated in an explicit
example. Consider the the trefoil as shown in Figure
29; this diagram is D, and the unique equivariant pair
of off-axis crossings is indicated. In this case, E3G(D0) is
a 1-dimensional vector subspace highlighted in grading
(i, k) = (0, 0) and the two dimensional vector subspace
that is not highlighted is E3G(D1)[
3
2 ] since n
Ao− (D1) = 1 and n
E
−(D1) = n
Ar− (D1) = 0. Perhaps the
important thing to note here is that D1 is an involutive link diagram, but it is not a diagram
for a strongly invertible link in this case. For grading reasons, all the higher differentials in the
G-spectral sequence necessarily vanish, so we have in fact computed E3G(T2,3) ∼= K˜hτ (T2,3). The
table uses • to indicate a copy of F. We will adhere to this convention for all of the calculations
that follow, and we will also continue to record the (i, k) bigrading in the plane and drop the
labelled axis. For this particular example, there is no significant information lost in making this
choice: recall that the invariant K˜h(T2,3) is thin, that is, it is supported in a single diagonal in
the (i, j)-plane. This diagonal, and hence the j-grading, is completely determined once we have
the s invariant in hand. In this case, s(T2,3) = 2 so that the highlighted generator is in trigrading
(0, 2, 0). More generally, the relationship s = 2i− j holds for any thin knot.
We observe that our refinement for the (2, n)-torus knots (relative to this unique strong
inversion) have a particularly simple form. This is essentially an adaptation of Khovanov’s
original observation/calculation for this family; see Figure 30. The reader is now equipped to
induct in the number of equivariant pairs of crossings appealing to the skein exact sequence, with
the trefoil discussed in detail above providing a base case. As before, for grading reasons, the
G-spectral sequence converges at the E3G-page, so we are able to record K˜hτ (T2,n).
n+1
2
.
.
.
3
2
1
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 · · · n
Figure 30. The invariant K˜hτ (T2,n) for n > 0 an odd integer (shown at left), that is, T2,n is a positive (2, n)-torus
knot (shown at right, with the
(
n−1
2
)th
equivariant crossing-pair circled). The j-grading can be reconstructed
from j = 2i+ n− 1; recall that s(T2,n) = n− 1 and the invariant K˜h(T2,n) is supported in a single diagonal in the
(i, j)-plane.
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0 1 2 3 4 5
0
1
2
3
Figure 31. E3G(T3,4) ∼= K˜hτ (T3,4).
We will see further examples of our refinement for
thin knots below; see Figure 33. Before turning to these
calculations, which also rely on the exact sequence
described above, we should consider the first non-thin
knots in the table: The knots 819 and 10124 correspond
to the torus knots T3,4 and T3,5, respectively. These
enjoy the property of fitting into a larger (generically hyperbolic) family of positive pretzel knots.
Consider the knots P−2,3,q for q being an odd positive integer. The torus knots T2,5, T3,4, and
T3,5 correspond to the cases q = 1, q = 3, and q = 5, respectively. A diagram for the case q = 3 is
shown in Figure 31. Proceeding as before by resolving the pair of off-axis crossings shown, one
checks that E3G(D1)[
5
2 ]
∼= F(12,2)⊕F(14,3) since nAo− (D1) = 1 and nE−(D1) = 2 (the shorthand F(j,k)
indicates a copy of F supported in bigrading (j, k)). On the other hand, E3G(D0) ∼= E3G(T2,5) has
dimension 5, while 5 = dim K˜h(T3,4) ≥ dim K˜hτ (T3,4). Consequently, there must be a non-trivial
connecting homomorphism δ : F(14,2) → F(14,3) so that E3G(T3,4) ∼= E∞G (T3,4) agrees with the
dimension of K˜h(T3,4). The latter invariant is supported in two diagonals, these being j = 2i+ 6
(the • generators) and j = 2i + 4 (the ◦ generators). Note that s(T3,4) = 6. Now for general
q > 3, including T3,5 ' P−2,3,5, we proceed by induction as summarized in Figure 32; the reader
will observe that the skein exact sequence splits in the inductive step.
q+3
2
.
.
.
5
4
3
2
1
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 · · · q+2
Figure 32. The invariant K˜hτ (P−2,3,q) for odd integers q > 3 (shown at left), that is, P−2,3,q is the (positive)
(−2, 3, q)-pretzel knot knot (shown at right). There are two supporting (i, j)-diagonals in general: We use • to
indicate a copy of F in j = 2i+ s and ◦ to indicate a copy of F in j = 2(i− 1) + s. Recall that s(P−2,3,q) = q + 3.
Apart from the appearance of the second diagonal, as expected, in the (i, j)-plane, this new
family still enjoys the property that the E3G page agrees with the triply-graded invariant. This
leads us to ask:
Question 6.5. Does the G spectral sequence always converge at the E3G page?
6.5. A table of invariants of low-crossing hyperbolic knots. We conclude with a table of
invariants associated with prime knots of at most seven crossings (Figure 33), omitting torus
knots since these have been dealt with above. There are some observations worth making here.
First, note that the knots 41 and 63 are amphicheiral, explaining the symmetry in the invariants
in both cases; compare [20, Proposition 3.4 (2)] and Proposition 6.4. In both cases the symmetries
are exchanged when taking the mirror. Second, the pair of symmetries on each knot is separated
by the refinement. At present, we do not have an example of a prime knot admitting a pair of
strong inversions that are not distinguished by this new invariant. Notice that the refinement can
be only very mildly different on some pairs of strong inversions; see, in particular, 76 in the table.
Finally, perhaps the most surprising behaviour is exhibited by the knots 74 and 77, where in
each case one strong inversion has d∗τ = 0 while the other has d
∗
τ 6= 0. This runs against the
general principal that Khovanov invariants are relatively uninteresting for alternating knots.
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s(41) = 0
s(52) = 2
s(61) = 0
s(62) = 2
s(63) = 0
s(72) = 2
s(73) = 4
s(74) = 3
s(75) = 4
s(76) = −2
s(77) = 0
Figure 33. Hyperbolic knots through 7 crossings: there are 11 examples, each of which admits a pair of strong
inversions (this follows, for example, from the fact that each is a 2-bridge knot). The shaded box locates
(i, k) = (0, 0) and the j grading can be reconstructed from the s-invariant.
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